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1. INTRODUCTION 
Limit theorems for random variables (T.v.) with values in an infinite-dimen- 
sional space have received increasing attention in the past years. This applies 
particularly to the stable limit laws [17], including the central limit theorem 
(CLT) (see, e.g., [24,25,18, 10, 141) and th e weak law of large numbers (WLLN) 
(see, e.g., [29]). For the fundamentals in this respect see [13,22,9], as well as [19], 
These limit theorems have to do with convergence in distribution of normalized 
sums of r.v. towards a stably distributed r.v. The papers cited are concerned 
less with pure convergence than directly with rates of convergence of normalized 
sums, particularly if the r.v. are non-identically distributed. The latter results 
are carried out in terms of large-0 estimates which, however, is only possible 
provided the r.v. satisfy additional conditions, such as the existence of the 
third moments. This is more than necessary for pure convergence assertions. 
The aim of this paper is to study little--*, estimates for normalized sums of 
r.v. with values in a particular infinite-dimensional space. These estimates, 
which subsume the pure convergence assertions, do not seem to have been 
considered hitherto. It will turn out that a Lindeberg-type condition will be of 
basic importance in the case of independent but not necessarily identically 
distributed (i.d.) T.v., just as in the finite-dimensional situation (compare [4, 51). 
In order to obtain a untied approach to limit theorems, consisting of the 
deduction of the stable limit law, the CLT and WLLN from one general 
theorem, an appropriate type of decomposability of the limiting r.v. will be 
needed, similarly as in [5]; it will not be defined explicitly. 
Let (XJioN be a sequence of independent r.v. defined on an arbitrary prob- 
ability space (52, JXI, P) with values in a common real separable Hilbert space H. 
The aim will be to study the weak convergence of the distributions PQtnjs, 
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with and without little--u rates, where S,, = xztl Xi , and y: N --f I&, 
v(n) = u(l), n -+ 00. (fV = (1, 2 ,... }, UV = (0, co)). For this purpose, a second 
sum W,, := xr=, Zi of H-valued r.v. Zj , i E IY, and the weak convergence of 
the difference of the distributions Pm(n)s, - Pmcnjw, will be considered. 
This difference will be equipped with the little--n error estimate o(+!~(n)) or, 
more precisely, the estimate 
will be examined for eachf E F, where F = F(#J) is a class of functionsf : H -+ R 
adapted to the problem. Note also that Zolotarev [33], Bergstriim [l] and, 
especially, Paulauskas [23] worked with two sums of independent r.v. Now if 
it is known, in addition, that Pm(n)W, = Pz for some fixed H-valued r.v. 2, then 
the desired results can be deduced from (1.1). 
In order to achieve assertions such as (l.l), the elements of the class F are 
required to be FrCchet differentiable up to a prescribed order Y. To obtain 
assertion (1 .l) for larger function classes such as the indicator function X9 
with Sp, C H, a sphere centered at the origin, one could then use the results 0; 
Kuelbs and Kurtz [18] and Paulauskas [23], the resulting rates of convergence 
being however weaker. This matter will be dealt with in this paper only in the 
particularly interesting case +(n) = constant, the case of pure convergence. 
The assumptions upon the r.v. Xi and Zi which guarantee the validity of (1.1) 
are, on the one hand, connected with the functions f E F, namely, that the 
integral of the (Frechet) derivatives f (jr, 1 < j < Y, with respect to the difference 
of the distributions Gi := Px, - Pzi satisfies a certain rate of decay. The 
latter is satisfied in particular if the pseudomoments up to the order I, thus the 
moments with respect to Gi , vanish (a fact that has always been postulated for 
H-valued r.v. in previous investigations concerned with rates of convergence). 
On the other hand, in order to deduce not only large-0 but even little-o 
error estimates, the validity of a generalized Lindenberg-type condition is 
required. Just as when H is finite dimensional, this Lindenberg condition is 
always satisfied in the case of identically distributed r.v. 
The method of proof to be employed here is the (Trotter) operator-theoretic 
method which has already proved its worth in the one-dimensional case (see, 
e.g., [21, 81) and the multivariate case (compare [26, 271). As a matter of fact, 
it can be carried out more elegantly when H is infinite dimensional than when 
it is just n-dimensional. 
A particular version of the general limit theorem of this paper, namely, 
Theorem 1, can be formulated as follows: Denote the norm of x E H by I] x (IH = 
(x, x)liz; let (elc)BEN be a complete orthonormal basis of H. Assume that Y E bl, and 
(x, ek) Gi(dX) = 0 
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for each is N and multiindex (or ,..., ~~3) EIV, 1 < j ,< Y, and that the 
Lindeberg-type condition of order r on H holds, i.e., 
for each 6 > 0, n -+ co. Then 
for each f: H + R such that f and each FrCchet derivative f(j), 1 < j < r, are 
uniformly continuous and bounded with respect to the domain and range off(j). 
As indicated above, specializations of the r.v. Zi lead to theorems concerned 
with little-o rates of convergence for the stable limit law, the CLT, and WLLN. 
Even the associated pure convergence results (case r = 2), formulated in 
Corollaries 1, 2, and 3, seem to be new. Concerning the CLT in the pure 
convergence case, the Lindeberg condition (of order 2) used turns out to be 
nothing but the classical Lindeberg condition carried over from the one- 
dimensional to the Hilbert space case. 
Section 2 is concerned with questions of notation, Frechet derivatives, and 
the Trotter operator together with its properties. Section 3 deals with the 
general o-approximation theorem (Theorem 1); it consists of two parts, depend- 
ing upon whether the rth moments of the r.v. Xi and Zi exist individually or 
only with respect to Gi . The applications of this theorem lead to the symmetric 
stable limit law (Theorem 2), to different versions of the CLT (Themeors 3 
and 4), and to the WLLN (Theorem 5), treated in Sections 4 and 5. The 
Lindeberg condition will be considered in some detail in Section 5 also. 
The paper will end with some remarks on how several of the hypotheses of 
the theorems can be simplified when H is finite dimensional. 
It should finally be pointed out that whereas this paper is concerned solely 
with little-o estimates, it is also possible to study general limit theorems on H 
involving large-0 estimates. This is the subject matter of [6]. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with inner product (0, m), norm 
II x IIH = (x, w2, and complete orthonormal basis (eJlceN , IV := {1,2,...}. Let 
Hj be the j-fold product space H x H x ... x H endowed with the max-norm 
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/I c llHi = maxIcicj 11 xi lIH , where c = (x1 ,..., q) E Hj. Then the space .Yi : ~. 
q(W, R) of all real-valued multilinear continuous functions g: Hj -+ R is a 
Banach space under the norm 
For a real-valued function f defined on H with (sup-norm) Ilf (IccI := 
supzEH I f(4l (may b e infinite), whose FrCchet derivatives f(j): H + Zj exist 
and are continuous for 1 < j < r, r E N, there holds Taylor’s formula (see 
[7, p. 102; 3, p. 2811) 
r f’j’( y)[x]’ 
f(X + Y> = f(Y) + c 
j=l j !  
+ (r -! l)! 
~ 
s 6 
(1 - t>‘“{f’r’(y + kv)[x]’ -f’r’(y)[X]r} dt, (2.2) 
where x,y E H, and [x]j = (x, x,..., x). Furthermore, one has for a j-fold 
‘continuously differentiable function f 
f  ‘yyo)(x, x,..., x) = f  6, e,,) 1.. (x, e,,)f’5)(ro>(e,l ,.-., e,J, (2.3) 
V,,...,U*=l 
where ‘ui E N, 1 < i < j, y0 E H. Indeed, (2.3) follows immediately from the 
fact that f  ‘j)( yo) E Zj and x = CE=‘=, (x, ek)ek . To abbreviate (2.3) we choose 
the following notation for ZI = (q ,..., v~) E W: 
/aI =i 
f[“l(.) = f’j)(.)(evl ,..., e,,): H-t R. (2.4) 
Then (2.3) takes on the form 
f”‘(Yo)[~l~ = c %hf~“l(Yo) (YO E W (2.5) 
IVl=i 
The following function spaces are needed (r E N): 
C, = {f: H -+ R; f  uniformly continuous and bounded on RI, 
C,(Zr) = {g: H---f 9,; g uniformly continuous and bounded on Zr), 
C,r = {f: H -+ R; f  r-times continuously differentiable such that f  ‘r) E C,( Sr)}. 
On CbT define a seminorm by 
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It is easy to see that for 1 w 1 = r 
Ilf[“’ Ilm < If&!*? G c IIP IL - (2.7) 
jTl[=r 
This implies that 1 f /c,, and Civl-, 11 f [vll/, are equivalent seminorms on C,r for 
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. 
Given an arbitrary probability space (Q, &, P), let us now consider H-valued 
random variables (=r.v.) 2: Q -+ H, H endowed with the Bore1 u-algebra L&??~ , 
with distribution Pz on H defined by P,(B) : = P({u E 52; Z(W) E B)) for all 
B E&?~ . Since Z is (d, ~8~) measurable, Pz is a well-defined Bore1 measure 
on H. (Moreover, Z is weakly measurable or, equivalently, strongly measurable 
since H is separable; compare, e.g., [12, p. 731.) So the Bochner integral E(Z) = 
so Z(W) P(dw) = sH xP,(dx) is meaningful, and we define 
L(P,) = cf: H + R, f is (BH , gw) measurable, and 
E(lfoT,oZl) < o~foreachy~H}, (2.8) 
where T, stands for the translation operator Ty(x) = x + y, x E H. Consider 
the operator V, defined on L(P,) by 
vzf W = ECf 0 T, 0 4 = jHf 6 + Y> PzV4 (Y E HI. (2.9) 
I’, is a linear, positive contraction operator with I/ V,f Ilrn < [If Ilrn for f  eL(PZ). 
In view of Fubini’s theorem (for Bochner integrals) it has the properties: V, 
and Vz, commute provided Z, and Z, are H-valued independent T.v., I’, = V,’ 
provided Z, and Z, are identically distributed (= i.d.) r.v. If X, ,... :X, ari 
independent (H-valued) T.v., then 
Vq&f = vx, o ... o VX”f (2.10) 
for any f  EL(P,;E1 x,). If Z, ,..., Z, are also independent r.v. (also independent 
of Xl ,..., X,), then for any f  EL(Q==, (xi+z,)) 
n 
II vc~~l~if - yqrnlZlf llm G 1 II Vx,f - Vz,f llm . (2.11) 
i=l 
For independent (H-valued) r.v. Xi ‘and Zi , and a multiindex ‘u = (vi ,..., vi) E 
W, j E N, we shall set 
Gi = Pxi - Pzi 1 
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1 Gi 1 denoting the total variation of the signed measure G, defined on !?#H .
Note that Gi(dx) is to be understood as (Pxj - PzJ(dx), and not P,i(dx) - 
PzJdx), since <i,i and [j,i need not exist separately. One speaks of po. i as pseudo- 
moments. 
3. GENERAL “LITTLE-Q" APPROXIMATION THEOREM 
In the following let (Xi)ioN , (Z&+, be two sequences of independent H- 
valued T.v., and set 
U, = v(n) f Zi , 
i=l 
where v is a positive normalizing function, i.e., 
qx fi! -+ IF!+ = (0, co), v(n) = o(1) (n + CD). (3.2) 
THEOREM 1. (a) Assume that for some I E N and each i E N 
respectively, 
5T.i < *, 
(3.3i) 
l (3.3ii) 
as well as for each 6 > 0, n + co, 
respectively, (3.4i) 
= Q8 $fl (t;r.i + L.d). (3.4ii) 
Then for each f  E Cbr n L(PT,+LI,) with 
= Qj 
( 
il (S7.i + E,.i)) (3.5ii) 
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yespectiwely, (3.6i) 
(3.6ii) 
(b) I f  there holds (3.3i) (respt. (3.3ii) as well as (3.4i) (respt. (3.4ii), and 
instead of (3.5) the sharper condition 
then f E CbT nL(PTn+u”) implies (3.6i) (respt. (3.6ii). 
(c) If the r.w. Xi and .Zi are i.d. and (3.3i) (respt. (3.3ii) holds together with 
(3.7), then f E CbT nL(PTn+u,) implies that for n -+ co 
II V,f - VcJ”f llm = ~fhw’~r,J~ respectively, (3%) 
= hPw(5~.1 + Er.d- (3&i) 
Proof. Since the proofs of the (i) (respt. (ii)) cases are similar, we shall only 
prove the case (i). Since f  EL(P,(,jxi) nL(P,(,)zl) n C,r by Fubini’s theorem, 
and f  (‘)( y) is multilinear, Taylor’s formula (2.2) implies 
I %&f(Y) - %n,z,f(Y)I 
= / S,f (~(4~ + Y) Gi(d4 / 
< f(y) + i &z)j f  ll)(;)[xll] G((dx) 
j=l I (3.9) 
+ (yv!‘;,! ,’ ___ j (1 - v1 JH If (TY + v(n) WM’ - f”‘(Y)bl I 
x ( G,(dx)l dt. 
Now let E > 0 be arbitrary. Since f  w) E C,(Zr), there is a 6 > 0 such that for 
all YI , yz E H with II y1 - yz lIH < 8 one has II f  (‘)(yl) - f (‘)(yJll~~ < B. We 
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split up the inner integral in (3.9) into two parts, and deduce by (3.3i), (2.6), 
and the inequality 1 g(y)[x]’ / < Ilg(y)(l~~Ij XI& valid by (2.1) 
Combining this result with (3.9) and (2.10), we obtain forfE C,? 
for n + 00 by (3.5i) and (3.4i). Th is completes the proof of part (a). 
Concerning part (b), one need only show that (3.7) implies (3.5i) and (3.5ii). 
For this purpose it suffices to show that 
s 
/j)( y)[x]j G&Lx) = 0 (1 <j<r;iEN;yEH). (3.10) 
Since f(j)(y) E Zj for each y  E H, this integral is finite by (3.3). This yields, by 
(2.5), Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, and by assumption (3.7), 
that 
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Part (c) follows from part (b) since CF=, vr,$ = nv,,, , provided the generalized 
Lindeberg-type condition can be shown to hold. Since the r.v. Xi and .Zi are i.d., 
which tends to zero for each 6 > 0 since vrsl < co and {x E H; ]I x lIH > 
wow b 0 by (3.2), in view of the absolute continuity of the integral. 
4. STABLE LIMIT LAW ON H WITH RATES 
The first application of our general theorem leads to convergence theorems 
with rates for the stable limit law on any real separable Hilbert space. The 
properties of the associated stable distribution were examined by Jatje [15], 
Kumar and Mandrekar [20], Schilder [28], and Kuelbs [16]. Let 2, , 0 < y < 2, 
be an H-valued r.v. with distribution PzA which is uniquely defined by its 
characteristic function (ch. f.) 
where 9’ = {x E H, II x IIH = l}, and r is a finite Bore1 measure on 9’ (compare 
[16]). For an arbitrary sequence (u&N of real positive numbers, we use the 
notation 
(4.2) 
THEOREM 2. Let (X&,, be u sequence of independent (not ntxessarilj id.) 
H-valued Y.v., (ai)iGN be any sequence of positive real numbers, and A,,Y = 
<c:=, 4yv. 
(a) Assume that for some Y E M md each i E 181 
(4.3) 
6831914-3 
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as well as for each 6 > 0, as n -+ CO, 
Then for each junction Jo Cbr n L(Psn+zy) with 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
for1 <j<r,n-+m,oneh 
(b) If there holds (4.3) as well as (4.4), and instead of (4.5) the sharper 
condition 
CLtLim = 0 (1 < jwl <r;iEN), (4.7) 
then Jo C,,r n L(PS,z,) implies (4.6). 
(c) If the r.o. Xi and id. and (4.3) holds together with (4.7) for ai = 1, 
i E N, then j E C,’ n L(PSn+zy) implies for n + CO 
Proof. To apply Theorem 1 choose the independent r.v. 2, to be distributed 
as’a&, , i.e., Pzi = P,izy, and v(n) = A;fy . Then 
so that VU,j = VzJ. C ase (i) of parts (a)-(c) of Theorem 1 now yields the 
desired assertions. 
Note that one could not apply case (ii) of Theorem 1 to the stable limit law 
in the instance 0 < y  < 2 since the moments E(Il 2, 11’) need not exist, although 
condition (4.3) is still meaningful. But if y  = 2 the distribution defined via (4.1) 
is a Gaussian measure, and the moments of an r.v. with a Gaussian distribution 
are finite. Then the case (ii) of Theorem 1 can be utilized. It leads to the central 
limit theorem with little-o rates of convergence. 
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5. THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM ON H 
5.1. A CLT-Type Theorem with Respect to a Sequence of $. V. 
To deduce the CLT on any separable Hilbert space also for not necessarily 
identically distributed T.v., we shall apply Theorem 1 to two different choices 
of the T.v. Zi . This will give Theorems 3 and 4. Both cases have in common 
that the Lindeberg-type condition (3.4) of order r can be disentangled in the 
sense that it is assumed to hold separately for both Xi and Z, (see (5.5) and (5.6) 
below). First recall that if Z is a symmetric Gaussian distributed T.v., then the 
ch.f. of Z has apart from formula (4.1) with y  = 2 another representation, 
namely, 
&Y) = eM-W)(Ty,yN~ (5.1) 
where T is an S-operator, i.e., a symmetric, positive operator on H having 
finite trace (compare, e.g., [31, 22]), and the symmetric Gaussian distributed 
r.v. is uniquely determined by T. 
I f  X is an arbitrary r.v. with E(ll X$,) < CO, the operator T’ defined on H 
by identifying H with its dual, given by 
(T’x, y) = E((X x)(-T Y>> (? Y E Hh (5.2) 
is called the coveriance operator of X, such operators are S-operators. Now for 
a symmetric Gaussian distributed r.v. Z the associated S-operator T just 
coincides with its covariance operator. In the following we denote any r.v. with 
ch.f. (5.1) by X$, and set 
Ti being the covariance operator of the r.v. Xi . 
THEOREM 3. Let (Xi)iEN be a sequence of independent (not necessarily i.d.) 
H-valued Y.V. Assume that for some r E N, r 3 2, and each i E N, 
0 < c&Q < a. (5.4) 
(a) If for each 6 > 0, n -P co, 
(5.5) 
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and 
(5.6) 
then for each function f  E C,,r with 
1 <j$r,n-+co,onehas 
(b) If there holds (5.5) as well as (5.6) and, instead of (5.7), the sharper 
condition 
P,*.~=O (l<)v/<r;iEN), (5.9) 
then f  E C,’ implies (5.8). 
(c) If the T.V. Xi are i.d. with common covariance operator Tl, and (5.9) 
holds, then f  E C,+ implies for n -+ CO 
II &,lhf - GFlf IL = “,(~-(7-2w,.l + CN (5.10) 
Proof. Choose the independent r.v. 2, to be distributed as X$, . It follows 
that v(n) Ccl 2, is a Gaussian r.v. with covariance operator q~(n)~Cfn_, Ti , 
so that 
pus = pwmzlx~ f = PX~(&LT$ * (5.11) 
Concerning part (a), note that (3.5ii) follows from (5.7), and (5.5) together 
with (5.6) implies (3.4ii) in Theorem 1. It remains to show that f E C,r implies 
f E UPS,+,,). Indeed, one has by Taylor’s formula (2.2) for x, h E H (see also 
[32, P. 1751) 
If@ +h) -f(h) - ~I~f”‘(h)[~l’ 1 
< f  II x IL ;~p II f”‘(r) - f  “‘(Wq . 
Setting h = 0 one deduces by (2.6) 
If(x)1 < If( + g1 Ilf YO)ll9, II xllif + &II x IlL(lf lq + llf"'PNs,). 
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Now 1 f Icbr is bounded, and so 
I f@)l = @(II x IM. (5.12) 
But ~Wl.-&ll~) -c ~0, ad 41 GtIIL) -c ~0, so that E(ll& + w,IG) -c 00. 
ThereforefEL(P,n+w,). Thus (3.6ii) h o Id s in the present case, giving (5.8). 
Concerning part (b), it now follows immediately from Theorem l(b.i). For 
part (c), set p)(n) = n-lj2. Then (5.11) gives that Pun = Px;, , and assertion 
(3.8ii) completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
As a corollary we have the following result concerning convergence (without 
rates) for not necessarily identically distributed r.v. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (X&, be a sequence of independent H-valued r.v. Assume 
that 
Jw,) = 0, 0 < E(ll xi II&) < 03 (i E W, (5.13) 
and ss2 = & E(ll Xi I&). If the Lindeberg condition (of order 2) on H holds, i.e., 
for each 6 > 0 
and moreover 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
then f E Cb2 implies for n + 00 
Proof. The proof will be shown to follow from Theorem 3(b) with r = 2. 
Since Xi and X$, have mean zero and the same covariance operator Ti, (5.9) 
is satisfied for ) v j = 1,2. So, setting q(n) = l/sn, (5.8) yields assertion (5.16) 
since ~~~, (& + @J = 2.rn2. Note that (5.14) assures that v(n) = l/s, -+ 0 
for n -+ co (compare proof of Corollary 2 below), which completes the proof. 
5.2. Liapowwv and Lindeberg Conditions of Order r on H 
The generalized Lindeberg condition of order r given by (5.6) and its relations 
to other conditions is now considered in some detail. In the one-dimensional 
case (see [5]), a sufficient condition is known such that a Lindeberg condition 
of higher order implies one of lower order. It is also known that another condi- 
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tion is sufficient for (5.6) to hold; it is a Liapounov condition of order r. These 
results will be carried over to the Hilbert space setting. 
A sequence of independent r.v. (X&l81 will be said to satisfy a generalized 
Liapounov condition of order r on H, if there exists an E :r 0 such that 
where 
d4 ct~+r.nltr,?2 = 4) (n-t 00) (5.17) 
LEMMA 1. (a) The generalizedLiapounov condition (5.17) implies the generalized 
Lindeberg condition (5.6) of the same order. 
(b) If the generalizedLindeb&g condition of order t + E, r E N, 0 < E < 1, 
is satisfied, then that of order r holds provided 
544 ftT+6,111t7,n = W). (5.18) 
Proof. (a) Noting that 11 x (lH > b/An) implies I’ I/ x &,/SE > 1, it follows 
together with (5.17) that for each S > 0 
which tends to zero for n -+ 00. 
(b) Since /I x IIH >, S/v(n) also implies I/ x I/;;” > II x 11; i+/p)(np, and (5.18) 
means that (p)(n)‘t r+r,n)-l 2 (Mt,,,)-1 for some M > 0, one has for each S 
andn-+a 
(tr+J-l f 1 i-1 l15-lH>8/&) I’ x P pxd(dx) , / 
The proof now follows. 
The connections with the Feller condition are left to Lemma 2. 
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5.3. The CLT on H with .Respect to a Fixed Limit 
Let us now apply Theorem 1 to the second choice of the r.v. & to give the 
second and more natural version of the central limit theorem on H. It is assumed 
additionally that the symmetric Gaussian distributed r.v. Zi have covariance 
operator ai2T (instead of Ti), T now being any fixed S-operator and a+ any 
positive real number. This conception has the decisive advantage that the 
resulting theorem involves convergence (with rates) to a fixed limit Xg (instead 
of to a sequence), and that moreover condition (5.7) upon the limit is now 
superfluous, it being replaced by a weaker Feller-type condition. However, 
concerning the assertion of pure convergence given by Corollary 1, condition 
(5.9) does not hold per se for 1 z, 1 = 1,2 unless the covariance operator of the 
prescribed r.v. Xi are of the form Ti = ai2T. 
THEOREM 4. Let (Xi)ieN be a sequence of independent H-valued Y.V. such that 
(5.4) holds. Assume T to be an arbitrary S-operator, (a& any sequence of positive 
reals, and A, = (Cy=, ai2)lj2. 
(a) If the Lindeberg-type condition (5.6) of order r with v(n) = A;l as well 
as the Feller-type condition 
hold, then one has for each f E C’,I with 
1 <j<r,n+cO,that 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
II vs,/A,f - vx+f Ilm = of (AJ 2 [ST,< + ai”E(ll -G II;)]). (5.21) 
i=l 
(b) If there holds (5.6) as well as (5.19), and instead of (5.20), the sharper 
conditiole 
i&i = s, xd=x, - ~a&W = 0 (1 < I v I < r; i E N). (5.22) 
then f E CbT implies (5.21). 
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(c) If the T.V. Xi are id. with covariance operator T, and (5.22) holds with 
a, = 1, is N, then f E Cbr implies (5.10) with fX1 = Z?(ll WI /I;). 
Proof. First note that (5.19) guarantees that A, ---f 03 for n + co. So one 
may set v(n) = A;’ to apply Theorem 1. Assume the independent r.v. 2, to be 
distributed as a+%$, so that 
pun = p+qlap; = pxp. (5.23) 
Concerning (a), observe that (5.20) corresponds to (3.5ii), so that one need only 
to establish the validity of (3.4ii) since C,’ CL(Psn+q). As (5.6)’ holds by 
assumption, it suffices to prove that for each 6 > 0, n-+ co 
(5.24) 
For this purpose, let maxIGiGn ai = aj(,) . Then 
I x E H; II x IIH a 
6 6 
___ d4 ai I I c xEH;IlxIIH 2 ~(4 ah) I 
for 1 < i < n. Therefore 
which tends to zero as n + co since v(n)aj(n) + 0 by assumption (5.19), the ai 
being positive. 
The assertion of part (b) follows from Theorem l(bii) for the same reasons. 
Concerning (c), in the i.d. case Theorems 3(c) and 4(c) coincide, and (c) 
follows similarly from Theorem l(c). 
As in the first case, let us formulate the associated pure convergence theorem. 
It will now be seen that the Feller-type condition is superfluous. We first need a 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let (X&N be a sequence of independent (not necessarily i.d.) H- 
valued r.v. with E(ll Xi 11;) < 00. The Lindeberg condition (5.14) of order 2 on H 
implies the Feller,condition on H, namely, 
p% g!gn %/&I = 0, (5.25) 
where ui2 = E(jl Xi II:), sm2 = CF=, ui2. 
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Proof. Let 6 > 0 be arbitrary. Similarly as in the one-dimensional case, we 
have 
Since (5.26) holds for each 6 > 0, (5.14) implies (5.25). 
COROLLARY 2. In addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 2 assume that T is an 
arbitrary S-operator, and that (5.22) holds for Y = 2 and a, := Us = E(ll Xi 11L)1/2. 
Under the Lindeberg condition (5.14) f E Cb2 implies 
II h”lsnf - V,,f Ilm = 4) (n ---f co). (5.27) 
The proof follows from the case r = 2 of Theorem 4(b), noting that 
Ai jJ [52,i + ai2E(ll X,* Iii)] = 1 + E(ll X,* llirh 
i=l 
as well as Lemma 2. 
Using arguments which are contained essentially in [18] or [23], it is possible 
to deduce from Corollary 2 the following assertion which is related somewhat 
to recent results by the latter authors. 
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2 for each t 3 0 
P (11 x1 + 5, + xn IIH < t) - P(II XT IIH < t) = o(1) (n - 00). (5.28) 
Proof. Evidently (5.27) implies that for f E Cb2 
lii [E(f 0 S&J - E(f 0 X,*)1 = 0. (5.29) 
Next suitable functions f are constructed to show that (5.29) gives (5.28). For 
arbitrary E > 0 set (compare [2, p. 411) 
f&4 = 19 u < 0, 
-1 E 
s ( 
1 
= c, exp - dw, O<U<E, 
u W(E - w) ) 
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where c, = si exp(-l/w(r - w)) dw. Obviously the function fc: R - [0, l] 
has uniformly continuous and bounded derivativesf’r)(u) of each order. More- 
over, 
fj’)(u) = O(d) (u -+ 0). (5.30) 
Now define f<,Ju) = f<(u - t) for t E R, and g&x) = f&j/ x IL) for x E H. 
Although the norm-function h(x) = I/ x ljH is not (Frechet) differentiable at 
x = 0, the compositiong,., = fc,t 0 h is arbitrarily often (Frechet) differentiable 
for all x E H and t E lR\(---E, 0) since for these fixed t-values filJh(x)) vanishes 
for /I x jlH + 0. Because 11 h(‘)(x)l~~ T < M/II x 11; for x # 0 (compare [23]), (5.30) 
implies that SUP,,~ I] g$(x)ll9,. < M f or each Y  E N. Finally, the latter result 
together with the mean value theorem applied to gayi yields that g$ is uniformly 
continuous, so that g,,, E C, n nizl C bj for each Y  EN, E > 0, t E R\(---E, 0). 
In particular, g,,, E Cb2. In view of the properties of g,,, it is not hard to verify 
that 
I P(II &/&I IIH d 4 - WI mff d 0 
+ 1 E(g+, 0 &I&J - qg,.,-, o XT)1 + &;Gw-J, (5.31) 
where Sp, = {x E H; II x IIH < w>, w > 0. For given t > 0, E’ > 0 choose 
E < min{t, E’}. Then (5.31) together with (5.29) yields, noting that P,;(&,\YQ 
< C(w, - w2) for wi > ws > 0 (compare [18]), 
I P(II &Js, l!H < t) - P(II x:: IIH < t)l < MC’ 
for 71 sufficiently large. 
The authors are not aware whether it is known that Cb2 is dense in C, with 
respect to the sup-norm. If this would be so, then Corollary 3 would be an 
immediate consequence of Corollary 2, and analogously Corollary 1 would 
yield the weak convergence of the distributions considered. 
As far as the authors are aware, no previous results seem to be known con- 
cerning “little-o” error estimates in the CLT for not necessarily i.d. independent 
H-valued r.v. (of the type of Theorems 3 and 4), unless they are derivable from 
corresponding “large-o” error estimates. In the associated case of pure con- 
vergence, instead of the natural Lindeberg condition on H used in Corollaries 1 
and 2, Parthasarathy [22] gives another sufficient condition but for a sequence 
of Bore1 measures on H to tend weakly to a Gaussian Bore1 measure p* on H; 
his condition is also necessarv. 
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6. THE WEAK LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS ON H 
The final application of the general theorem of Section 3 will be the WLLN 
on H with “little-o” error bounds. This will not be considered for the limit law 
in the form that v(n)& converges in probability to zero, i.e., that 
;,m, WI d4 sn IIH 3 4) = 0 (each c > 0), (6-l) 
but in one that is known to be equivalent to it (see [9, p. 333, 3531 together with 
12, p. 171), namely, 
Taking the limiting r.v. as Xs with distribution Pxo = Se, the unit mass at 
the origin, defined by 
&3(B) = 1, OEB 
(B E gad, 
= 0, 04B 
so that f(r) = jHf(x + y) PxO(dx), then moreover (6.1) or (6.2) is also equiv- 
alent to 
63) 
for an arbitrary Y  E FU. To establish the latter equivalence, one need only prove 
that (6.3) implies (6.1). To this end, functions of the type used in the proof of 
Corollary 3 are constructed. For E > 0 let jc: R -+ [0, I] be a function which 
vanishes for u < 0, equals one for u > E, and such that its derivatives 3J’), 
0 < j < Y, are bounded and uniformly continuous on [0, E] with the property 
that J,‘j)(u) = U(d), u -+ 0. Again it follows that &(x) = 3# x IIH) belongs to 
C, n &r C,j and, since g,(O) = 0, 
which tends to zero for n tending to infinity by (6.3). 
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THEOREM 5. Let (Xi)ieN be a sequence of independent (not necessarily i.d.) 
H-valued T.V. 
(a) Assume that [y,< < CO for i E N, and that (5.5) holds for some r E N. 
Then for each function f  E Cbr with 
(6.4) 
for1 <j<r,n-+m,onehas 
(b) If  &,i < CO for i E N, condition (5.5) holds for I = 1 and, instead of 
(6.4), 
E(X,) = 0 (iE N), (6.6) 
then f  E C,l implies 
(c) If the Y.V. are i.d., and {1,1 < co, as well as (6.6) holds, then f  E C,l 
implies 
Proof. To apply Theorem 1 in this instance, choose the independent v.r. 2, 
to be distributed as X,, . Then 
Concerning part (a), for a measurable set B EBB one has 
s, II x II; I Px,W - Px&W = jB II x IL Px,(W, 
so that (5.5) corresponds to (3.4ii). Moreover, (6.4) implies (3.5ii) since 
JHf ‘YrPl’ %(d x vanishes for 1 < j < Y, y  E H. Again C,r CL(P, +x ), as ) 
established in the case of the Gaussian distributed T.v., and therefore &&ion 
(6.5) follows by Theorem l(a). The proofs of parts (b) and (c) are quite obvious 
since (6.6) is equivalent to (3.7) with Y = 1 in our particular case. This establishes 
the theorem. 
First note that in the case of the limiting r.v. X,, , condition (3.7) does not 
make sense for Y 3 2 as this would imply that Pxi = Pxo for i E N. 
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Now if (X& is a sequence of independent H-valued, not necessarily i.d.r.v. 
for which E(X,) = 0, E(l] Xi 11:) < 00 for i E N, then a well-known sufficient 
condition (compare [29, p. 511) such that the sequence (X&,, satisfies the 
WLLN on H, i.e., that S,,/n converges in probability to zero for n -+ co, is that 
In contrast, Theorem 5(b) in case v(b) = l/n yields another type of sufficient 
condition for the WLLN to hold in view of the equivalence of (6.1) and (6.3). 
Indeed, one has 
COROLLARY 4. Let (X&N be any sequence of independent H-valued 1.0. for 
Which E(Xi) = 0, iE N, UZd Cyml E([l Xi l\H) =@(?Z), n E N* Thb?fZ (Xi)icN 
satisJies the WLLN on H provided 
for each 6 > 0, i.e., the generalized Lindeberg condition of order 1 on H hokfs. 
In comparison with the classical result, here no assumption concerning the 
second moments E(l] Xi I$) is required. 
Concerning Theorem 5(c), it yields the assertion that a sequence (Xi)ieN of 
independent and i.d. H-valued r.v. that are integrable does indeed satisfy the 
WLLN. As a matter of fact, such a sequence even satisfies the strong law of 
large numbers, i.e., S,Jn converges to zero with probability one; this is due to 
Mourier (compare, e.g., [29, p. 721). 
7. LIMIT THEOREMS FOR RANDOM VECTORS IN iFP 
When H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, say H = FP, m E RJ, let us 
first consider the classes C, and C,r. The orthonormal basis (ek)T,r is then 
defined by e, = (1, 0 ,..., 0) ,..., e, = (0,O ,..., 1). Under the notation (2.4) the 
FrCchet derivative f(i)(y), y  E IF, can be expressed using classical partial 
derivatives as 
f  [“l(y) = f  Ty)(evl ,..., e,,) = f  zp,~Y)* (7.1) 
Since /If (I)( y)]lp, is major&d by C~,,I,~ If [“l(y)] for ally E Iw” by (2.5), we have 
(YE w 
c*y FP) = C&FP) 
= {f: Rm + R; f  uniformly continuous and bounded on R}, 
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and 
C,l‘(R”) -= (f: IL!” --f R; f r-times continuously differentiable 
such that fz,I...x., E C&R?), all 1 v 1 = r>. 
The seminorm if lCbr for C,~(rW~) in the sense of (2.6) and if lz,r@mj = 
suplul+ 11 ft”J(~)/i~ are equivalent seminorms on C,V(Rm). 
In order to deduce the results for H = [w” formulated without proof in [5] 
from the theorems of this paper, we just have to look at condition (3.4) and show 
that it follows from the corresponding condition given in [5], namely, that 
respectively, (7.2i) 
(7.2ii) 
for 1 < 1 v I < r, n-+ co. For this purpose we need the additional function 
class C,r(tW) := niSt, C,j(Wm). If fE CBr(R”$ one has for 1 <<i < r by (2.5) 
and (7.1) that 
since f E C,j(lW) for 1 <i < Y. It then follows that (7.2) does indeed imply 
(3.4) since the sum in (7.3) is finite. Now an application of Theorems 1 and 4 
for f E CBV(R~) immediately gives Theorems 8 and 19 of [5]. 
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